MULTIAC STEEL
DOYLE DYKES SIGNATURE EDITION

BUILT TO DOYLE’S SPECIFICATIONS, THE DOYLE DYKES MULTIAC STEEL COMES WITH TONS OF TONAL POSSIBILITIES. IT FEATURES A CUSTOM VOICED LR BAGGS ELECTRONICS SYSTEM WHICH OFFERS THE POSSIBILITY OF BLENDING AN LB6 SADDLE TRANSDUCER WITH A LYRIC MICROPHONE. THIS MODEL ALSO INCLUDES THE FAMOUS FINGERSTYLE PLAYER’S SIGNATURE WHITE ROSE AS INLAYS ON THE 12TH FRET.

SPECs
MAHOGANY NECK
SOLID SPRUCE TOP
TWO-CHAMBERED MAHOGANY BODY
RICHLITE FINGERBOARD
16” FINGERBOARD RADIUS
1.715” NUT WIDTH
25 1/2” SCALE LENGTH
CUSTOM VOICED LR BAGGS PICKUPS
LB6 SADDLE TRANSDUCER
HIGH GLOSS BLACK
INCLUDES DELUXE TRIC CASE

MODEL(s):  MULTIAC STEEL DOYLE DYKES SIGNATURE EDITION BLACK HG 046188